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Discovery Services
 Development
Federated Search Engines
Next Generation Catalogs
 Evaluation
Interface
Connectivity
Relevancy algorithms 
12 shades of Discovery Tools
 Single Point of Entry
 State of the art web 
interface
 Enriched Content
 Faceted navigation
 Simple keyboard 
search box on every 
page
 Relevancy
 Did you mean… ?
 Recommendations 
/related material
 User Contribution
 RSS Feeds
 Integration with 
social networking 
sites
 Persistent links
Yang & Wagner, 2010
Discovery Tools
Proprietary tools
 Summon Serial Solutions
 EBSCO Discovery Service
 BiblioCommons
 Encore-Innovative 
Interfaces
 OCLC
 SersiDynix
 [5 others]
Open Source
 Backlight
 Fac-Bac-OPAC
 LibraryFind
 Rapi
 Scriblio
 COPAC
 VuFInd
Summon
Summon
Enriched Content 

EDS
Summon

This or That
Google
 Free Range Information
 Relevancy
 Adds
 Search Patterns
 Credibility?
 Functionality
 Google Scholar
Discovery Tools
 Fee Based Information**
 Relevancy
 Institutionally Approved**
 Filtering Options
 No History
 Credible Sources**
 Functionality
 Filters
**Internet Sources can be included
Useful Information
Describing your Search-
“Rose for Emily”
South
Culture
DESCRIBING YOUR SEARCH
Women
“armed forces”
Integrating
Useful Information
Google Scholar
Google Scholar
Google Knows
Proof in the Outcome…
-Current Events
Google Scholar
Summon
Critical Thinking
Google
 Evaluating Credibility
 Timeliness
 Media resources
 Social media
 Broadcast Media
 Museums/Archives
Discovery Tools
 Content Analysis
 Reinforcing Credibility
 Author
 Scholarly Review
 Professional 
Google
Google Scholar
Summon
Wikipedia
Wikipedia
Wikipedia
Winner of 
Search Smackdown
 No Clear Winner
Critical Thinking
Evaluating Sources
 Google
Recent Info & Media
 Discovery Tools
Scholarly Info & Filtering functions
Difficulties Students Report
Questions
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